Supply List 2016-2017: On Wednesday, August 31st, please bring:
6th & 7th Grade:

8th Grade:

ALL will need:
 Backpack
 Pencil sharpener (not electric)
 Black or blue pens (at least 6)
 Wooden #2 pencils (at least 24 for 6th graders; 12 for 7th)
 Erasers
 Colored pencils or markers (1 package)
 1-inch binder (two if taking Spanish; one if not)
 Binder Dividers (17 if taking Spanish; 12 if not)
 PLASTIC 2-pocket folder (6th graders need two; 7th graders
need three if taking IMC and one if not taking IMC)
 Index cards (1 package of 200)
SOME will need:
 1-subject spiral notebook ( 7th grade only)
 Graph paper (only if taking IMB)
 1 package multi-colored highlighters (6th grade only)
 1 portable 3-hold punch (7th grade only)
 Four-function or scientific calculator (optional; only for
students taking IMA or IMB)
 TI-30x OR TI-34 calculator (only if taking IMC)*
 TI-83 plus or TI-84 graphing calculator (only if taking Algebra
1)*
 Ruler (only if taking IMB)

9th Grade:
ALL will need:
 Backpack
 Pencil sharpener (not electric)
 Pack of multi-colored highlighters
 Black or blue pens (at least 6)
 Wooden #2 pencils (at least 12)
 Eraser
 TI-83 / TI-84 calculator*
 College-ruled (not-wide-ruled!) composition notebooks (two)
 Lined paper
 3-ring binders:
o One ½-inch (or a folder)
o One 1-inch
o One 1.5-inch, or a folder (if taking Geometry)
o One 2-inch
 Binder dividers (10)
SOME will need:
 Geometric compass & protractor (if taking Geometry)
 LaRousse or Merriam-Webster Spanish-English dictionary or
“WordReference” smartphone app
 Index cards (if you prefer to make Spanish flashcards instead of
using Quizlet)

ALL will need:
 Backpack
 Pencil sharpener (not electric)
 Pack of multi-colored highlighters
 Black or blue pens (at least 6)
 Wooden #2 pencils (at least 24)
 Eraser
 PLASTIC 2-pocket folders (two)
 1-Subject spiral notebook (one)
 Composition notebook (one)
 1.5-inch, clearview binders (two)
 Binder Dividers (16 for most; 18 if taking Spanish)
 Index cards (1 package of 200; more optional if taking
Spanish)
 BIC red/black/green/blue 4-color ballpoint pen (one)
SOME will need:
 TI 30x scientific calculator (only if taking IMC)*
 TI-83 plus or TI-84 graphing calculator (only if taking Algebra
1)*
 Geometric compass & protractor (if taking Geometry)
 Lined paper (if taking Spanish)
 LaRousse or Merriam-Webster Spanish-English dictionary or
“WordReference” smartphone app (if taking Spanish)

10th Grade:
ALL will need:
 Backpack
 Pencil sharpener (not electric)
 Yellow highlighters (two)
 Black or blue pens (at least 6) & red pens (two)
 Wooden #2 pencils (at least 12)
 Eraser
 TI-83 / TI-84 calculator*
 College-ruled (not wide-ruled!) composition notebooks (two)
 Sturdy, plastic 2-pocket folder (one)
 Spiral notebook, at least 120 pages (one)
 Lined paper
 3-ring binders:
o One ½-inch (or a folder)
o Two 1-inch
o One 1.5-inch, or a folder (if taking Geometry)
o One 1.5-inch (if taking Algebra 2)
 5 binder dividers

SOME will need:
 Geometric compass & protractor (if taking Geometry)
 LaRousse or Merriam-Webster Spanish-English dictionary or
“WordReference” smartphone app
 Index cards (optional, for Spanish)
11th & 12th Grade:
 3-ring binders:
o 1-inch (one for Spanish; one for AP Computer Science)
o 1.5-inch binders (two for all 11th graders; one for all 12th
graders, plus one more if taking AP Biology)
o 2-inch (one for 11th graders only)

ALL will need:
 Backpack
 Pencil sharpener (not electric)
 Pack of multi-colored highlighters
 Black or blue pens (at least 6)
 Wooden #2 pencils (at least 12)
 Eraser
 College-ruled spiral notebook, at last 200 pages (two; three
if taking AP Spanish)
 Composition notebook (one)
 Lined paper
 Binder dividers (14)
 TI-83 / TI-84 calculator*

SOME will need:
 3-subject spiral notebook (if taking Biology)
 Four-function calculator with square-root symbol (e.g. Sharp
EL243SB) (if taking AP Biology)
 LaRousse or Merriam-Webster Spanish-English dictionary or
“WordReference” smartphone app (if taking Spanish)
 Index cards (optional, for Spanish)

*Less expensive, refurbished calculators can be found on Amazon.com.

Please call the school at (617) 354-0047 if you are unsure of your child’s schedule.

